1. What is the next letter in the sequence OTTFFSS? 2. What is the only number with a quantity of letters that matches its value? 3. How high do you have to count to reach a one-word number with the letter A in it? 4. When you count from one to one hundred, how many nines will you encounter? 5. What is the only number consistjng of letters that spell a common word backwards? 6. When spelled out, what three sequential numbers yield an unbroken string of alternating consonants and vowels? 7. What common mathematical term is heteronymic? (Heteronyms are words spelled the same but pronounced differently) 8. Of all the letters used to spell out the numbers from one to one hundred, which two letters appear only twice? 9. What five numbers in a row appear in alphabetical sequence? 10. What are the only two numbers between one and one hundred that contain a letter that appears four times? 
